
 

 

 

Warsaw, 15 July 2020 

 

STS with a new product in BetGames offer – a Polish poker table  

STS – the largest bookmaker in Poland which also operates on several European markets – 

is expanding its product portfolio by introducing a Polish poker table in the BetGames 

section of its Polish website. The new product is a result of the expansion of cooperation 

with Betgames.tv. 

"We are constantly implementing modern solutions and developing our functionality at STS so 

that our customers have access to a unique offer. We are the first bookmaker in Poland to have 

introduced a wide range of BetGames.tv games on all of our Internet platforms and on the 

mobile app. Now, we are expanding our offer with a new product – a Polish poker table, which 

is a significant advantage over other operators," says Mateusz Juroszek, President of STS. 

During games on the Polish poker table available in the BetGames section; the croupier will 

communicate with players in Polish. Another innovation is the croupier's interaction with 

players active in the game chat and the dedicated studio design. The Polish poker table will 

be available daily from 15:00 to 24:00.  

Thanks to numerous investments in the development of its betting offer, modern technologies 

and new functionalities for STS users, the company has increased its revenues over tenfold, 

from PLN 220 million to PLN 3,15 billion, within the last several years. Currently, STS holds 

over 47% of shares in the Polish bookmaking market, and 85% of its revenues are generated 

by online channels ̶ this includes an application dedicated to Android and iOS as well as the 

website and its mobile version.  

The bookmaker actively engages in supporting Polish sport, being the largest private entity of 

the domestic sponsorship market. The company is the official sponsor of the Polish national 

football team, as well as the main sponsor of Jagiellonia Białystok and the official bookmaker 

of Lech Poznań, Cracovia, Pogoń Szczecin, Korona Kielce, Górnik Zabrze, Zagłębie Lubin, Polska 

Liga Siatkówki, Anwil Włocławek and PGE Kielce, as well as Futsal Ekstraklasa and other sports 

clubs and associations. STS is also involved in supporting esports.  
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